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The possibility of generating low chirped� fast optical
pulses with linear polarization in vertical�cavity surface�
emitting lasers is numerically explored� We show that� under
the in�uence of an axial magnetic �eld� polarization modula�
tion at GHz rates can be achieved with possible applications
in optical clock generation�extraction and optical communi�
cations�

Vertical�Cavity Surface�Emitting Lasers �VCSELs�
are potentially low�cost sources for future 	ber�optic and
space communications� optical interconnection� optical
computing� optical parallel processing systems� etc�� be�
cause of their potential capability for ultralow threshold
current operation� e
cient coupling into optical 	bers�
large�scale of integration into two�dimensional arrays�
and high modulation speed� Transmissions at �� Gbs
for ��� nm� and ��� Gbs for ���� �m� VCSELs have
been recently obtained by direct modulation of the in�
jection current� However� these systems do not take ad�
vantage of the polarization properties of these devices
which may lead to� e�g� chirp reduction� improvement
of the Signal�to�Noise Ratio �SNR�� duplication of the
transmission capability� etc�
VCSELs are reported to emit linearly polarized light

preferentially oriented along either the ����� and ������
crystalline axes of the wafer� The orthogonally polar�
ized modes are frequency non�degenerated as a conse�
quence of the birefringency of the crystal� Although the
polarization state of the emitted light can change from
one VCSEL to another on the same wafer as the current
is varied� polarization stability and polarization switch�
ing are the more commonly reported phenomena� Op�
tical pulses with alternating polarization have been ob�
tained� at a maximum modulation rate of � �� MHz� by
modulating the injection current around the switching
point�� This limitation in the maximum frequency could
be due to either the thermal response of the device�� or
to spatial�hole burning�� Polarization self�modulation at
GHz rates has also been observed by means of external
optical feedback�induced polarization locking��
In this letter we numerically explore an alternative

possibility of generating fast optical polarized pulses at
GHz rates by applying an axial magnetic 	eld to the VC�
SEL� The magnetic 	eld induces a circular birefringency
in the VCSEL so that the output light becomes ellipti�
cally polarized���� as has been experimentally reported in
ref� ���� Here� we show that� when the magnetic�induced
circular birefringency is larger than the linear birefrin�
gency� emission may occur in an almost rotating linearly
polarized �RLP� state� for which the total output power
is constant in time� but the power in each orthogonal
polarization is modulated at a frequency which depends

on the strength of the external magnetic 	eld��
Polarization state selection in VCSELs is commonly

explained through the relative red�shift of the gain peak
with respect to the linearly polarized resonances due
to current�induced thermal heating	� However� a re�
cent experiment has shown that polarization switching is
present even when the temperature of the active region
is kept constant�
� This behavior is predicted in ref� ����
on the basis of a fundamental model�� that considers the
coupling of the vector optical 	eld to the allowed tran�
sitions between the conduction band and the heavy hole
band in unstrained quantum�well VCSELs� The two pos�
sible transitions lead to circularly right or left polarized
photons� and consequently to two circularly polarized
emission channels whose populations� N�� are coupled
via spin��ip relaxation processes� In the circularly po�
larized ��� basis� the rate equation model describing such
a system reads��
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where E� are the slowly varying amplitudes of the cir�
cularly polarized components of the vector optical 	eld�
N � N��N� is the total population di�erence between
the conduction and the valence bands� and n � N��N�
is the population di�erence between the two emission
channels� In these equations� � is the normalized injec�
tion current� � is the linewidth enhancement factor� �
is the photon decay rate� � is the inverse carrier life�
time� and �s is the spin �ip relaxation time� Regarding
the anisotropies of the VCSEL� �p and �a represent the
linear birefringence and dichroism respectively� and �z
represents the magnetic�induced circular birefringency
which depends linearly on the strength of the magnetic
	eld� B� as� d�z�dB� ��� ns��T���
For a perfect isotropic VCSEL� �p��a��� the model

predicts stable RLP emission�

�E �
p
�� ��ei��zt����� � e�i��zt������� � ���

which� in the linearly polarized ��x
y

basis� read

�E �
p
�� ��cos��zt� 	���x � sin��zt� 	���y� � ���

with 	 being an arbitrary angle set to zero for conve�
nience� Thus� the emitted power in each polarization is
given by
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FIG� �� Output power for the 	x 
solid� and 	y 
dashed�
linearly polarized components corresponding to a rotating
elliptically polarized state at ��� �th� The inset shows the
optical spectrum of this polarization state� Parameters � �
� ns��� ��� � ���� �s�� � ���� � � �� �p��� �� �a�������
and �z��������
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Thus� modulation of the output power at ��z occurs in
each linear polarization�
However� for nearly isotropic VCSELs� such that �z �

�p� �a� the RLP state becomes rotating elliptically polar�
ized �REP� but with a very small remanent ellipticity��
Nevertheless� modulation of the polarized output still oc�
curs as inferred from Fig� �� where we plot the output
power for both polarizations as a function of time �solid
�dashed� line stand for �x ��y� polarization�� obtained from
numerical integration of eqs� �������� Very clear optical
pulses are obtained at a rate of � � GHz for each linear
polarization� This periodically modulated output can
be used for optical clock generation without requiring
high speed electronics� An additional advantage of this
laser system is that each polarization can be indepen�
dently used to generate a signal by means of� e�g�� an
external electro�optical modulator� so the amount of in�
formation can be duplicated� The inset in Fig� � shows
the optical spectrum of the REP state� after including
Langevin noise terms to eqs� �������� The two main
peaks� at frequencies at ���� and ��� GHz� correspond to
the emission frequencies of the circularly polarized left
and right states respectively� which form the RLP solu�
tion �see Eq� ����� The additional side bands come as a
consequence of the residual linear anisotropies�
Another important feature that comes out from our

analysis is that� since the REP solution is a steady state
of the system for a 	xed value of the injection current
�and consequently the carriers are clamped to the thresh�
old�� the pulses so obtained have no transient chirp�
When comparing with� for example� gain�switched pulses
�with a transient chirp of � ��� �� GHz or more�� it is
clear that our proposed scheme looks specially attractive
for optical communication systems�
The rate at which pulses are generated mainly de�

pends on the strength of the magnetic 	eld� Fig� �

FIG� �� Dependence of the pulse frequency 
fp� on the
magnetically�induced circular birefringency 
�z� for di�er�
ent values of the applied current ��� 
squares�� ��� 
trian�
gles��and ��� �th 
diamonds�� Same parameters as in Fig� ��

shows the frequency of the pulsations� fmod� versus the
circular birefringence for three di�erent bias currents�
��� �squares�� ��� �triangles��and ��� �th �diamonds��
where �th stands for the threshold current� The dot�
ted line stands for perfect isotropic VCSELs for which
fmod���z������ The frequency at which the VCSEL
starts to pulse depends on the injection current in such
a way that the higher the bias current� the larger the
�z to observe pulses� In addition� the presence of small
linear anisotropies slightly modi	es the linear behavior�
All these features strongly depend on the ratio between
linear and circular anisotropies in the system�
The linear dependence of the rotation frequency of

the REP state on the magnetic 	eld strength opens the
possibility of information transmission by modulation of
the magnetic 	eld� This scheme is conceptually similar
to frequency modulation� but instead of modulating the
carrier frequency of the optical 	eld here the rotating
frequency of the polarization orientation is modulated�
Although the total emitted power remains constant� the
modulation of the magnetic 	eld leads to a modulation
of the rotation frequency� hence the repetion rate for
the pulses in each polarization is modulated� In Fig� �
we show the results for such a transmission scheme for
a ���Mbs pseudo�random NRZ bit stream� where the
magnetic�induced circular birefringence is digitally mod�
ulated between ��� ns�� for  �! bits and ��� ns�� for
 �! bits� leading to pulsation frequencies f
 � �
� GHz
for  �! bits and f� � � GHz for  �! bits� A portion
of the bit stream is shown in trace �a�� and the power
emitted in the �x polarization is shown in trace �b�� The
di�erent pulse repetion rates for the di�erent bits can be
clearly seen� which allows for easy recovery of the infor�
mation just by 	ltering the signal received from a mod�
erately fast photodetector which monitors the power on
one polarization� Trace �c� shows the output obtained
by 	ltering with a second�order Butterworth electrical
band�pass 	lter centered at f�� Alternatively� if the cen�
tral frequency is f
� the resulting signal is the negation of
the transmitted signal� as shown in trace �d�� The SNR
can be improved increasing the ratio f�f
 for constant
	lter order and 	lter bandwidth� which must be larger
than twice the bit modulation in order to properly detect
the signal� Notice also that a similar time trace will be
obtained in the �y polarized beam but shifted half a pe�
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FIG� �� Digital frequency modulation� 
a� bit sequence�

b� optical power emitted in the 	x polarization� 
c� signal
recovered with a second order Butterworth �lter with ���
GHz band�pass centered at ��� GHz� 
d� same as 
c� but
centered at ��� GHz� Same parameters as in Fig� ��

riod� Thus� four copies of the transmitted message can
be decoded� which may allow to decrease the bit error
rate �BER� in the detector�
In conclusion� we have numerically shown the possi�

bility of generating low�chirp linearly polarized periodic
pulses by applying an axial magnetic 	eld to an almost
isotropic VCSEL� Gigahertz pulse rates can be achieved
with applications in clock generationextraction� optical
communications� optical interconnects� etc� An interest�
ing property of such a laser system is that the pulse fre�
quency mainly depends on the strength of the magnetic
	eld� Based on this dependence� we propose a digital
frequency modulation scheme such that information can
be easily encoded and decoded�
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